CALL FOR ABSTRACT

Abstract Guidelines

IMPORTANT DATES

Abstract submission: January 15th – April 14th, 2018

Abstract acceptance notification: May 14th, 2018

ABSTRACT CATEGORIES

You can submit your abstract with the scopes are mentioned below:

1. Teaching & Learning Process
   including: Principles and Philosophy, Andragogy Approach, Learning Process in Workplace
2. Curriculum Development
   including: Macro to Micro Curriculum, Management and Policy Making, Inter Professional Education
3. Learning Media
   including: Technology Support
4. Assessment
   including: Assessment During the Learning Process, Learning Outcome’s Assessment, Assessment of the Assessment
5. Others

The abstract comes from research, original articles or case report.

ABSTRACT RULES

- Abstracts must be original and must not be or have been published or presented at any other congress prior to APC-PBL-HSHE 2018.
- Abstracts must be received by the announced deadline. Abstracts received after the deadline will not be considered.
- All abstracts should be submitted via apcpbl.fk.conference.unair.ac.id, we not accept submission by email. You can submit your abstract in word or PDF format.
- Instruction for author:
  o Abstracts should be in English.
Tittle: Written by Bold type and font Times New Romans 16pt, not more than 20 words. Titles of more than 20 words will be truncated. Type the title of the abstract in upper and lower case, using capitals only for the first word, acronyms and proper nouns.

Abstracts written with font Times New Roman 12pt, not more than 300 words.

Author: Written without tittle, only the name of all authors

Affiliation: Write your institution and country briefly

Abstract from research: Background, Aims, Methods, Results, Conclusion.

Abstract from original article: constructed in one paragraph includes brief description of the paper and a summary of the key conclusions.

Abstract from case report: Background, Case, Discussion, Conclusion

Abstract must not contain tables, pictures or diagrams.

Keyword: point of paper, 3-5 words that divided by comas (,)

Corresponding author: ones of the Authors that mention above, accompanied by email address and phone number. Please ensure that your e-mail address is accurate at the time of submission. All correspondence will be sent via e-mail to the corresponding author.

REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE

All submitted abstracts will be reviewed by experts. The notification of accepted abstracts will be notified by May 14th 2018. The decision of the committee is final. All participants whose abstracts have been accepted must also be registered in conference session. One of the authors listed in the abstract must attend the presentation. The committee will announce an oral or poster presentation for each accepted abstract.